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Degeneracy and Frustration
Classical frustrated models often exhibit 
“accidental” degeneracy
The degree of (classical) degeneracy varies 
widely, and is often viewed as a measure of 
frustration
E.g. Frustrated Heisenberg models in 3d have 
spiral ground states with a wavevector q that can 
vary

FCC lattice: q forms lines
Pyrochlore lattice: q can be arbitrary
Diamond lattice J2>|J1|/8: q forms surface 



Accidental Degeneracy is Fragile
Diverse effects can lift the degeneracy

Thermal fluctuations F=E-TS
Quantum fluctuations E=Ecl+Esw+…
Perturbations:

Further exchange
Spin-orbit (DM) interaction
Spin-lattice coupling
Impurities

Questions:
What states result?  
Can one have a “spin liquid”?
What are the important physical mechanisms in a given 
class of materials?
Does the frustration lead to any simplicity or just 
complication?



Spinel Magnets
Normal spinel structure: AB2X4 .
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cubic Fd3m
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Consider chalcogenide X2-=O,S,Se
Valence: QA+2QB = 8

A, B or both can be magnetic.



Deconstructing the spinel
A atoms: diamond lattice

Bipartite: not geometrically
frustrated

B atoms: pyrochlore lattice
Two ways to make it:

B

A

Decorate plaquettesDecorate bonds



Spinel chromite pyrochlores
Non-magnetic A: ACr2O4, 
A=Zn,Cd,Hg

Cr3+ is isotropic s=3/2 spin
For X=O, B spins are close 
enough to interact by direct AF 
exchange

Indirect exchange B-X-A-X-B is 
much more complex and can be FM 
(seen in expts on X=S,Se materials)

Substantial frustration seen 
from suppressed Tc



Classical Pyrochlore Antiferromagnet
Ground states are extensively degenerate

Zero total spin per tetrahedron

Paramagnetic down to T=0, consistent 
with large f (Reimers 92)

T¿ J : classical spin liquid
Strong “dipolar” correlations despite remaining 
paramagnetic (Axe+Youngblood, Moessner+Sondhi, …)

Correlations make classical system very 
susceptible to perturbations



Magnetization Curve
Classical Heisenberg Model in a field

Linear M(H)=Msat H/Hsat

H. Ueda et al PRL 05, PRB 06

Plateau over 30-50% 
of field range!

Indication of substantial deviation from 
classical NN Heisenberg model

½ saturation magnetization



Plateau Physics
General meaning of plateau

Constant M(H) means M is a good quantum 
number: state is symmetric around H axis.

Only collinear spin order possible (but there are 
many candidates!)

Mechanism for Plateau?
Quantum Fluctuations

Can stabilize plateau (c.f. Kagome, Triangular AFs at 
M=Msat/3 – Chubukov, Zhitomirsky)
Unlikely to be wide for “large” S=3/2

Spin-lattice coupling
Large magnetostriction
Measured lattice distortion from x-rays on HgCr2O4



Spin-Lattice Mechanism
Bond phonon model (Penc et al, 04)

Exchange versus bond length δJij = dJ/dr uij

Independent bond phonons E= ½ k uij
2

Integrate out phonons to get bi-quadratic term 

Naturally favors collinear states
Gives plateau of 3:1 configurations
Does not predict specific plateau state

3:1 configurations highly degenerate
Corresponds to dimer coverings of diamond lattice
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Order on the Plateau
Different candidate mechanisms:

More realistic spin-lattice coupling
Bond lengths not independent

Quantum fluctuations
Order by disorder

Further neighbor exchange

The simplest models for the first two 
predict the same plateau configuration!

“R state”
Quadrupled unit cell
Reduced P4332 symmetry
8-fold degenerate

Found by 
Matsuda et al
in HgCr2O4
using 
neutrons!



A strange “coincidence”?
Einstein model for spin-lattice coupling

Maximize number of “distortable” sites

R state 
maximizes 
these!

Quantum fluctuations
Expansion in transverse fluctuations of spins to 
derive an effective Hamiltonian (c.f. Henley)

Quantum 
“ring 
exchange”

R state maximizes number of 
resonatable hexagons!

Matsuda et al
see these lattice 
distortions



Pseudopotentials
The 3:1 subspace is locally constrained

Equivalent to dimer coverings of diamond lattice

Different physical interactions can have the same 
projection into 3:1 subspace

Similar to Haldane pseudopotentials in lowest Landau 
level 

Explains similar behavior of rather different 
effects once constraint is applied



Zero field 
Apply Einstein model at zero field?
Yes!  Reduced set of degenerate states

“bending”
states 
preferred

Consistent with:
CdCr2O4 (up to small DM-induced 
deformation)

Chern, Fennie, Tchernyshyov (PRB 06)

J. H. Chung et al PRL 05

HgCr2O4 Matsuda et al, (Nat. Phys. 07)

c.f. Tchernyshyov et al, “spin Jahn-Teller”



Conclusions (I)
Quantum fluctuations and spin-lattice 
coupling can both be significant in spinel
chromites
Both effects favor the same ordered 
plateau state

Suggestion: the plateau state in CdCr2O4 may 
be the same as in HgCr2O4, though the zero 
field state is different



A-site spinels
Many materials!

1 900

FeSc2S4

10 205

CoAl2O4

MnSc2S4

MnAl2O4

CoRh2O4 Co3O4

V. Fritsch et al. (2004); N. Tristan et al. (2005); T. Suzuki et al. (2007)

Very limited theoretical understanding…

s = 5/2

s = 3/2

Orbital 
degeneracy

s = 2

Naïvely unfrustrated



Frustration
Roth, 1964: 2nd and 3rd neighbor 
interactions not necessarily small

Exchange paths A-X-B-X-A

Minimal theory:
Classical J1-J2 model

J1
J2

Néel state unstable 
for J2>|J1|/8



Ground state evolution
Coplanar spirals 

q
0 12 JJ1/8

Neel
Evolving “spiral surface”

85.012 =JJ 2012 =JJ4.012 =JJ2.012 =JJ

Spiral surfaces: 



Effects of Degeneracy: Questions
Does it order?

Pyrochlore: no order
FCC: order by (thermal) disorder

If it orders, how?
And at what temperature?  Is f large?

Is there a spin liquid regime, and if so, 
what are its properties?



Low Temperature: Stabilization
There is a branch of normal modes with 
zero frequency for any wavevector on the 
surface (i.e. vanishing stiffness)

Naïve equipartion gives infinite fluctuations

Fluctuations and anharmonic effects 
induce a finite stiffness at T>0

Fluctuations small but À T:
Leads to non-analyticities



Green = Free energy minima, red = low, blue = high

12 JJ1/8 1/4 ~1/2 ~2/3

Low Temperature: Selection
Which state is stabilized?

“Conventional” order-by-disorder
Need free energy on entire surface F(q)=E-T S(q)

Results: complex evolution!

Normal mode
contribution



Tc: Monte Carlo
Parallel Tempering Scheme (Trebst, Gull)

Tc rapidly diminishes 
in Neel phase

“Order-by-disorder”, 
with sharply reduced Tc

Reentrant 
Neel

MnSc2S4CoAl2O4



Structure Factor
Intensity S(q,t=0) images spiral surface

85.012 =JJ

Analytic free energy Numerical structure factor

MnSc2S4

Spiral spin 
liquid

0
cT T

cT3

Order by 
disorder

Physics dominated by 
spiral ground states

cT3.1

Spiral spin liquid: 1.3Tc<T<3Tc

“hot spots” visible



Capturing Correlations
Spherical model

Predicts data collapse

85.012 =JJ
MnSc2S4

Structure 
factor for one 
FCC sublattice

Peaked near 
surface

Quantitative
agreement! 
(except very 
near Tc)
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experimental 
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single crystals…



Degeneracy Breaking
Additional interactions (e.g. J3) break 
degeneracy at low T

0
T

Order by 
disorder

Spiral spin 
liquid paramagnetJ3

Two 
ordered 
states!

Spin liquid 
only



Comparison to MnSc2S4

Ordered state q=2π(3/4,3/4,0) explained 
by FM J1 and weak AF J3

0 CWΘ T1.9K 2.3K

“Spin liquid” with Qdiff ≈ 2π
diffuse scattering

High-T
paramagnet

qq0

A. Krimmel et al. (2006); M. Mucksch et al. (2007)

ordered



Comparison to MnSc2S4 (2)
Structure factor reveals intensity shift 
from full surface to ordering wavevector

J3 = |J1|/20

Experiment Theory

A. Krimmel et al. PRB 73, 014413 (2006); M. Mucksch et al. (2007)



Comparison to CoAl2O4

Strong frustration+neutrons suggest close 
to J2/J1=1/8.

No sharp ordering observed (disorder?)

CoAl2O4
MnSc2S4

Experiment

“Theory”: average 
over spherical 
surface

T. Suzuki et al, 2007



Conclusions (II: A-Spinels)
Essential physics captured by J1-J2 model 
on diamond lattice

Degenerate spiral surface of ground states
Order by disorder effects
Spiral spin liquid regime

Applications to MnSc2S4 and CoAl2O4
somewhat successful

But: why the lock in to commensurate q in 
MnSc2S4?
Why is disorder more important (is it?) in 
CoAl2O4?

Work in progress with L. Savary: sensitivity to 
disorder is strongly dependent upon J2/J1.



Outlook
Combine understanding of A+B site 
spinels to those with both

Many interesting materials of this sort 
exhibiting ferrimagnetism, multiferroic
behavior…

Take the next step and study materials 
like FeSc2S4 with spin and orbital
frustration
Identification of systems with important 
quantum fluctuations?
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